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1 Context of the Internship

Deep Learning (DL) encompasses some of the most widely used predictive models in Machine
Learning. Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [1] have shown to achieve state-of-the-art
accuracy in computer vision and have even surpassed the error rate of the human visual cortex.
These neural network techniques have quickly spread beyond computer vision to other domains.
For instance, deep CNNs have revolutionised tasks such as face recognition, object detection, and
medical image processing. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) achieve state-of-the-art results in
speech recognition and natural language translation, while ensembles of neural networks already
offer superior predictions in financial portofolio management, playing complex games and self-
driving cars.

Despite the benefits that DL brings to the table, there are still important challenges that
remain to be addressed if the computational workloads associated with NNs are to be deployed
on embedded edge devices that require improved energy efficiency. For instance, the amazing
performance of AlphaGo [2] required 4 to 6 weeks of training executed on 2000 CPUs and 250
GPUs for a total of about 600kW of power consumption (while the human brain of a Go player
requires about 20W). Recent work [3] analyzing the carbon footprint of current natural-language
processing models shows an alarming trend: training one huge Transformer model [4] for machine
translation emits the same amount of CO2 as five cars in their lifetimes (fuel included). Such
taxing demands are pushing both industry and academia to concentrate on designing custom
platforms for DL algorithms that target improved performance and/or energy efficiency.

One general way to increase the performance and efficiency in computing is through reducing
the numerical precision of basic arithmetic operations. In the case of DL systems, there are two
main computational tasks: training and inference. Training requires vast quantities of labelled
data that are used to optimize the network for the task at hand, usually by way of some form
of stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. Inference, on the other hand, is the actual
application of the trained network, which can be replicated onto millions of devices. Between
the two, reducing numerical precision during inference has received the most attention from the
research community over the last years, with some promising results in certain applications [5,6].
Much less has been done for the training phase, the main reason being that the effects of
low-precision arithmetic on training algorithms are not yet well understood. This has by no
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means stopped major players in the hardware space to start devising architectures that offer
increasing support for low-precision arithmetic. In the particular case of training, there are
already commercial platforms that mix 32-bit high precision floating-point computing with low
precision 16-bit formats for increased performance.

2 Objectives of the internship

With this internship, we want to start a thorough analysis of reduced numerical precision training
of DL systems. We intend to do this at two levels: arithmetic (use appropriate numerical
formats and bit widths for all the computations used during training) and algorithmic (by
attempting to improve the practical convergence properties of DL training procedures).

The first objective of this internship is to augment a deep learning platform simulating
the use of custom precision arithmetic (we propose QPyTorch [7]) with support for doing mixed
precision computation with floating point expansions (see [8, Ch. 14]). This will require building
customized floating-point operators down to very few bits of exponent and mantissa which offer
a desirable balance between accuracy and energy efficiency.

Another important objective is to investigate how mixed precision support (i.e., hardware
support for several numeric formats with varying costs and accuracies) during successive itera-
tions of the SGD training algorithm impacts accuracy and performance. With respect to exist-
ing works that generally consider predefined numeric formats, our aim is to do a more in-depth
analytical design space exploration by looking at a large spectrum of low precision floating-
point arithmetic formats and how the working precision can be effectively varied in-between
training iterations, leveraging floating point expansions and ideas used to accelerate high preci-
sion arithmetic with lower numerical precision number formats [9]. Current research on neural
network training acceleration has mostly focused on low precision variants of SGD-based algo-
rithms [10–14]. We plan to complement and improve on this existing work by investigating the
use of adaptive numerical precision levels during the course of the training iterations1.

The internship is funded by the ANR AdequateDL (Approximating Deep Learning Accel-
erators) project which started in early 2019. The ambition of AdequateDL is to explore how
with optimizations at the arithmetic level we can get order-of-magnitude improvements in per-
formance and energy efficiency and therefore influence the design of future computing systems
dedicated to deep learning applications in both embedded and cloud markets.

Required and recommended skills

• mathematical maturity (familiarity with calculus and linear algebra)

• programming experience in C/C++ and Python

• familiarity with GPU (CUDA) programming

• notions of numerical computing (e.g. finite precision computing effects) and/or machine
learning is a big plus

1Increasing the precision as the algorithm converges is a common way to increase result accuracy.
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